I. INTRODUCTION
This paper describes an on-going project at CNAM-CEDRIC, the computer science laboratory of CNAM, a school of engineering in Paris. Its goal is to evaluate the ability of the Real-Time Java technology for process control applications with soft real-time constraints. Users' requirements come fkom a parallel project with EDF (Electricit6 de France), one of the world's leading energy group (www.edf.fr), whose aim is to gain experience with the TASE.2 (Telecontrol Application Service Element version 2) communication protocol [4] , also called ICCP (Inter-Control Center Protocol). TASE.2 is an OS1 based protocol ensuring a timed industrial messaging service for utility applications [ 
We are designing a lightweight remote monitoring system prototype able to support Web based MMI (ManMachine Interface). The aim of the prototype, at the end of the project, is to be fully written in Java. The overall solution features a lightweight monitor for small and medium power plant units in the context of European open market for power supply.
Confidence on Real-Time Java has been gained at CNAM-CEDRIC through the design of a QoS enabled realtime distributed object platform [ 131. This prototype used an enhanced real-time micro-kernel (ChorusOS) with deadline scheduling, end-to-end deadline inheritance, zerocopy buffer management, a real-time inter-process communication facility based on an ATM 155Mb/s network, and offered a specific real-time java virtual machine to run object oriented application entities. This platform was very efficient, but really too specific [ 141. We are trying to obtain an equivalent architecture with off-theshelf components [2] : the pSOS+ real-time micro-kernel [26] , the PERC Real-Time Java Virtual Machine (RT-JVM) [18] [19], and Industrial Ethernet (switched fillduplex Ethernet and TCP/IP) based plant communications.
The Java hypothesis leads us to investigate an object oriented middleware solution to support distributed coordination of intelligent captors and actuators. We adopted Jonathan [6] , an open source Object Request Broker (ORB) [20] , to handle distributed objects interactions. Jonathan is a flexible ORB that allows pluggable communication protocols, and that offers different personalities: CORBA 2.0, RMI, and, RMI-HOP. TASE.2 based timed object oriented industrial messaging services [3] provides facility to coordinate interactions with actuators and sensors. This fiamework is also intended to replace the IEC TASE.2 standard protocol for the communication outside the power plant.
This paper describes the functional architecture of the embedded remote monitoring tool, and the main characteristics of its on going implementation. We conclude with our perspectives on the use of RT Java.
OVERVIEW OF THE CURRENT PROTOTYPE
The following description is deduced from EDF's functional requirements. A representative embedded remote monitoring application for small and medium power production units is depicted in Figure 1 . The monitoring tool is a real-time computer (an MBX 821, a Power PC processor fiom Motorola, in our case) with a real-time kernel @SOS+ from Wind River, in our study). pSOS+ has been evaluated in a previous work. It supports a real-time computing unit, the instrumentation and measurement system (IMS), a real-time database in memory, and a lightweight servlet server. There is also a log management agent. [24] . TASE.2 is clienvserver based, and provides its own object model. TASE.2 objects and services are mapped onto MMS abstractions and services. As a server, a center exposes its real resources as a subset of available data. Different clients can access these data (one or more control centers), each client can have different views, and clients can be servers themselves.
Two types of interactions are provided. Client initiated interactions are called "operations". Server initiated interactions are called "actions". Data structures are represented through Data Objects, and Data Value Objects provides their values. Data Value Objects can be measurements (real or integer) or status (bit strings). Data Value Objects can have attributes (freshness, timestamp, way the data is provided...). Data Objects can be gathered in Data Set Objects. Four semantics are provided to exchange data between control and production centers: "once" (immediate clientlserver request), "periodic" (periodic transfer), "exception"(state change based transfer), "event" (event condition based transfer).
The TASE.2 standard is split onto nine conformance blocks to provide some modularity. A join project between EDF's R&D and CNAM-CEDRIC investigated blocks 1,2 and 5 functions, through the port of a TASE.2 server over pSOS+ [4] . Block 1 corresponds to mandatory services. It defines immediate client/server interactions and periodic reports. Block 2 is related to condition based reports. Block 5 deals with remote control of devices.
The TASE.2 server that we experimented is proprietary. Also, TASE.2 is complex, built with obsolete layers. To circumvent these problems, wle are going to adapt the TASE2'services over an ORE3 [3] . This framework offers objectified TASE.2 services that defines timed objectoriented industrial messaging services and that can also be used to support distributed interactions with intelligent captors and sensors (Tini boards).
IV. RT-JAVA AND RT-JVM
We are involved in different research and teaching projects that use Java. The targeted applications are in the field of factory automation, process control and distributed multimedia. Real-Time Java (RT-Java) is an interesting proposal. PERC is Newmoniics Inc's Real-Time Java Virtual Machine (RT-JVM) [ 1 S:I [ 191, and CNAM-CEDRIC is a beta tester of this product. Also, PERC was the only commercial RT-JVM available at the time we decided to investigate RT-Java.
PERC supports JDK version 1.1. PERC provides an embedded toolkit. A set of Java classes allows the development of drivers, by performing direct access to memory and interrupt handling. It introduces two proprietary extensions to perform mutual exclusion (keyword atomic) and synchronization (keyword timed). These extensions are compatible with Java. In our case, we do not use these proprietary extensions. Newmonics developed its own interface, called PNI, for accessing native functions, which replaces JNI from Sun.
Garbage Collector (GC) provided by PERC is preemptible and incremental. In fact, the work of GC over memory is divided into small bounded atomic time intervals. Thus, the RT-JVM can preempt the GC between these intervals and is not forced to wait for the GC to complete.
PERC also supports Just i n Time (JIT) compilation.
Therefore, it could be very useful to provide a regulation loop implemented in Java issued from a formal specification language.
First benchmarks give a first overview of PERC capabilities. A full study measuring the influence of native threads on RT-Java thread scheduling should be performed to evaluate if PERC fulfills appliication requirements.
V. SERVLET SERVER
General application requirements indicated that a lightweight web server should ~u n on the embedded remote monitoring tool [7] . Previous experiments have shown that a web browser can be used to support the synopsis of a power process [9] : control valves, temperature controller, pressure measurement.. . can be refieshed using information issued by the process in real time. This framework achieves a lightweight and low cost MMI interface.
We address this feature using a Java web server on top of the PERC RT-JVM. The web server is a servlet spawn by a servlet server. The servlet server implementation uses the Acme package [l] . In the context of PERC over our MBX these servlets are pre-fetched in memory. The default servlet is the web server associated to the processor.
The Acme package is relatively old and specific; it corresponds to the definition 1.1 of the servlet API. It has been re-written to rely on the javax.servlet.* interface from Sun and to conform the current 2.0 servlet AFT Other servlets can be implemented. The servlet server is also able to spawn a fieldbus driver for industrial Ethernet written in Java. We experimented the Modbus interface using this feature [ 171. This is a convenient way to interact with standard sensors and actuators from Schneider Electric. This example illustrates also a way to implement a gateway between http and fieldbus systems.
VI. REAL-TIME COMPUTING
Distributed real-time constraints are soft, about 500ms. Constraints are related to end-to-end interactions: between sensors and outputs of the regulation loop, and between the embedded control computer and remote TASE.2 clients.
Real-time computing is the heart of the monitoring function implemented in the computer. This module implements the regulation loop. Commands can come also from a remote center too.
The regulation loop is generated using the MATLABSimulink [15] environment. A model, written by power engineers, expresses the technical computing functions of the regulation loop. The programs generated from the model are C programs, in our case they have been delivered by EDF. As far as we know, MATLAB-Simulink programs can't be called from Java programs [ 161.
Principles of the regulation loop are the following. The real-time computing component takes entries produced by the physical process through the IMS module and computes simple and complex variables that can be gathered to provide process objects deduced from the application specifications. The resulting objects are stored in the realtime database, which is fully memory resident.
It is a great challenge to re-write the regulation loop in Java. Should we let the regulation loop outside our Java experimentation? If not, how can we get Java code directly issued from a computing model compatible with the technical requirements of the power control application domain?
VII. STATUS OF THE PROTOTYPE
The current prototype demonstrates the feasibility of the architecture depicted in figure 1. All the functions have been implemented and tested except the IMS module [22] . This part is outside the scope of our investigations; it needs specific third party software andor hardware. It is not mandatory to prove the feasibility of our architecture. An integrator is able to handle this task easily. Also, equivalent work has been done by our lab in the context of another project dedicated to the remote control of a Numerical Controller [8] .
The timed object oriented industrial messaging services for plant communications is developped in Java and C++ over two ORBS [3] , respectively Jonathan [6] [20] , written in Java, and MICO. The C++ fiamework will be use for performance comparisons.
VIII. CONCLUSION
The design of a RT-Java based embedded remote monitoring tool is a work in progress. Current investigations show its feasibility [22] . From a general point of view, the use of Java is a benefit for code mobility. The use of a RT-JVM brings enhancements. Our experiment shows that RT-Java did not provide any new problem during implementation: we used only the most common features of Java 1.1 .x; we did not use any specific words (atomic or timed).
The key issue to determine is: should we use Java processors or RT-Java on real-time kernels to address needs of industrial applications? This paper asserts that the second approach is tractable and provides interesting results. But stringent comparisons have to be pursued. We believe that the implementation of the regulation loop will influence the choice of one of the two approaches.
